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Abstract— Strong encryption is known to offer assistance to 

data security. In spite of the way that encryption can make the 

data secure in data move exceptionally still, sometimes this 

encoded data obviously should be decoded. As of now at this 

very point, it so happens that the data gets powerless against 

attacks finally achieving sabotaged data security. This is where 

two cloud secure capacity comes into the picture, subsequently, 

it offers the ability to figure required characteristics from 

different encoded data sources with no social occasion choosing 

their secret data. Reasonably two cloud secure capacity is 

wherein we send the mixed data to a TTP. The TTP by then 

reestablishes the last needed result. As no accepted 

untouchable exists no question, two cloud secure capacity is the 

thing that's to come to offering induction to data in this manner 

similarly giving strong security affirmation. For example, 

expect there are a lot of players who wish to enroll the typical 

of their singular vocations. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The growing trade of cloud has give a service paradigm of 

storage/computation outsourcing helps to cut back users’ 

burden of IT infrastructure maintenance, and reduce the 

price for each the enterprises and individual users. However, 

because of the privacy issues that the cloud service supplier 

is assumed semi-trust (honest-butcurious.), it becomes a 

crucial issue to place sensitive service into the cloud, 

therefore coding or obfuscation are required before 

outsoucing sensitive information - adore info system - to 

cloud. within the gift circumstances because it is seen cloud 

has taken the management over the IT business with its 

unnumbered advantages. It holds the chance to vary an 

intensive phase of the IT business, creating software 

significantly additional appealing as associate service. 

Cloud computing is alluded to as SaaS (Software as a 

Service) since it renders the applications as administrations 

over the online and also the hardware and computer 

programme within the data centres that provide those 

administrations. The hardware of knowledge centre and 

software is termed a cloud. nowadays the clouds is 

open/public and additionally private. non-public clouds are 

associated to the inner datacenters of a business or 

alternative association, not created accessible to the general 

public. Cloud computing during this manner is compressed 

as a mix of saas and utility computing, booting out the info 

centre (little + medium estimated). Security is that the chief 

concern of the cloud computing. Cloud purchasers confront 

security dangers each from outside and within the cloud.  

The privacy is preserved against the cloud, if the sensitive 

data is divided into two parts, and distributed to 2 non-

colluding clouds. within the literature, the authors conjointly 

introduce a two-party system to style a secure knn query 

scheme, that permits the consumer to question k most similar 

records from the cloud securely. This divide-and-conquer 

mechanism will grasp any personal information from one 

singe isolated a part of the knowledge, and every of each 

clouds solely is aware of its own part. during this paper, we 

tend to introduce a secure two-cloud information service 

architecture, wherever the 2 clouds are non-colluding and 

both of them is aware of solely a part of knowledge. 

supported this architecture, we tend to any propose a series 

of interaction protocols for a consumer to conduct numeric-

related question over encrypted information from remote 

cloud servers. The numeric-related query includes common 

query statements, love larger than, less than, between. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Yin Yang, Hongwei Li, Mi Wen, Hongwei Luo, and 

Rongxing Luss, planned a positioned territory question 

(RRQ) plot [10], that support every reach inquiry and 

positioned search. discerned on the homomorphic Paillier 

cryptosystem, we have a tendency to tend to use two super-

expanding arrangements to feature up to three-d 

watchwords. the primary is employed to feature up to a 

minimum of 1 buyer' or merchant' multidimensional 

catchphrases to a gathered variety. future one is claimed to 

making a summary range by gathering the collected amounts 

of all vendors. Security examination shows that RRQ will do 

the privacy of watchwords, affirmation, information 

reliability, and question protection.  

Regardless, meanwhile loads of confusing pre-sifting rules, 

for the model, "and", "our", "not" isn't done by the RRQ 

system. R.A.Popa, C. Redfield, N.Zeldovich, and 

H.Balakrishnan planned CryptDB, a system to safeguard the 

personal information in information bases from at first the 

curious cloud worker itself and besides the appliance 

worker' deals. CryptDB is additionally a general sense 

incorporates victimisation the reach queries gainfully 

completed the encoded information employing a distinctive 

SQL-mindful cryptography framework. It restricts the 

knowledge open to the untrusted information base worker. 

nevertheless fulfilling the task of security protecting, still, 

hardly any data is revealed all the whereas. Rakesh Agrawal, 

Hun Kiernan, Ramakrishnan Srikant, Yirong Xu planned 

Order protective cryptography for Numeric information [11] 
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that empowers Associate in Nursingy examination activity 

to be clearly concerning unstuck data.  

Question results created are sound (no bastard hits) and 

complete (no fake drops). OPES (Order conserving 

cryptography Scheme) empowers correlation tasks to be 

expressly associated on scrambled data, while not 

unscrambling the operands. As wishes are, equilibrium and 

reach requests and so the MAX, MIN, and COUNT, cluster 

BY, and Request BY queries are sometimes expressly 

discerned finished scrambled information. OPES results are 

right and don't contain bogus positives, Associate in Nursing 

incentive throughout a section is often adjusted or Associate 

in Nursingother worth is commonly embedded throughout a 

phase whereas not requiring changes at intervals the 

cryptography of varied qualities and it alright might even be 

merely amalgamate with existing information base 

structures.  

III. ARCHITECTURE 

This project we tend to are develop mistreatment J2EE. we 

tend to used cloud as google drobox that is for cloud storage. 

In out project have 5 modules are there. Admin module, 

information supplier module, Cloud user module, 2 clouds 

(i.e. Cloud A and Cloud B). In Admin module module admin 

controls permission to data provider and cloud user and and 

so forth In data provider module, Registration and For Login 

information supplier get admin Permission and displaced 

person transfer data and data to cloud and look at all files. In 

Cloud user module have Registration, login data user and 

find permission from admin and user access the cloud files 

uploaded by information provider. If user desires to access 

the files 1st he should send request to cloud A and might 

conjointly transfer the files shared by Cloud B. Cloud A, It 

checks the user' request and question to cloud b and Cloud 

B, It receives the query from cloud A and sends the key to 

the user and user can download that file.. The sequence 

within which they're going to follow one another are clearly 

delineate within the Figure. 

Fig-3.2: Architecture 

 

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

1) Conclusions 

We bestowed a two-cloud design with a series of 

interaction protocols for outsourced info service, that 

ensures the privacy preservation of knowledge contents, 

applied mathematics properties and question pattern. At 

constant time, with the support of vary queries, it not 

solely protects the confidentiality of static data, 

however additionally addresses potential privacy 

escape in statistical properties or when sizable amount 

of query processes. Security analysis shows that our 

theme will meet the privacy-preservation requirements. 

Furthermore, performance analysis result shows that 

our planned scheme is efficient. In our future work, 

we'll envisage to more enhance the safety whereas 

guaranteeing practicality, and we can extend our 

planned theme to support additional operations. 
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